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Why is This Newsletter Called 
Voyageur?
...because we've sold our souls to 
Voyageur Airways. For cup cakes.

Statistics
At the close of registration on Friday, the 
con had:
- 3120 warm bodies;
- 446 memberships sold at the door;
- 4159 total members. 

On Friday, 73 one-day and 31 taster 
memberships were sold. 

Site Selection
Remember that site selection for both the 
Worldcon and the NASFIC will close 
promptly at 18:00 hours on Saturday.

Fanfundery
The DUFF and TAFF auction will be 
held from 17:00 to 18:30 on Saturday, in 
room P-518. There will be a Neil Gaiman 
Tuckerisation up for Auction. It will be 
auctioned between 18:00 and 18:15, after 
Neil's interview with Tim Galloway. 

—Steve Francis
[A Tuckerisation is the use of a name of your 
choosing in a future work - Ed]

David Hartwell
There will be a Q&A session with David 
Hartwell at 14:00 on Sunday. Questions 
can be left in the box at the kaffeeklatsch 
sign-up table, up to an hour beforehand.

—Farah Mendlesohn

Prometheus Award
The 2009 award, created to honour 
libertarian fiction, was awarded to Cory 
Doctorow for Little Brother.

Read, Act and Bid!
The Turkey Readings, on Sunday at 
19:00 in P-524C, need fans to join in with 
the mockery!

—Fran Skene

Chesley Awards 
On Friday evening, ASFA presented 
their awards for science fiction and 
fantasy art first appearing in 2008:

Best Hardback Book Cover 
Donato Giancola: A Book of Wizards, ed. 
Marvin Kaye (SFBC, April 2008) 
Best Paperback Book Cover
John Picacio: Fast Forward 2, ed. Lou 
Anders (Pyr, October 2008) 
Best Magazine Cover
Matts Minnhagen: Clarkesworld, April 
2008 
Best Interior Illustration 
Donato Giancola: "The Wraith" by J. 
Robert Lennon (Playboy, November 
2008) 
Best Unpublished Color Illustration
Simon Dominic: The Gift, Digital 
Best Unpublished Monochrome Work
Simon Dominic: Kraken, Digital 
Best Three-Dimensional Artwork 
Vincent Villafranca: The Celestial 
Itinerant, Bronze 
Best Product Illustration 
Dan Dos Santos: Hellboy II promotional 
art, Dark Horse & Universal Pictures 
Best Gaming Related Illustration 
Volkan Baga: Stoic Angel, Magic Card, 
Shards of Alara, WotC 
Best Art Director 
Lou Anders: Pyr Books 
Artistic Achievement 
Julie Bell 

Party Problems?
There are lots of rumours flying around 
about problems with the parties last 
night. 

The Press Office has not been able to 
confirm that anything was announced 
by CBC regarding the parties being open 
to the public: if you actually have 
evidence, not hearsay, they would like to 
hear from you. 

Following the rumours, and a noise 
complaint, the hotel decided to look at 
all the parties. This resulted in a total of 
four being closed down, mostly due to 
overcrowding. At a little after 22:00, the 
lifts were very briefly closed to slow 
down the rush to get to the parties, but 
they then stayed open for the rest of the 
night. 

The Chairs are confident that they will 
be able to resolve this during the day, so 
that everything runs smoothly tonight. 

Flaming Fountains, Batman!
Each hour, La Joute, the fountain on the 
Place Jean-Paul Riopelle, runs through a 
half-hour long pattern of mist jets and 
(on the hour) fire. It begins just before 
the half-hour, running from 19:00 to 
23:00, and is well worth a look!

New Programme Item
On Sunday at 14:00, in P-516D, The 
Anticipation Imprint of the Fleuve Noir 
Publishing House. Bradford Lyau tells the 
story of the publishing imprint 
Anticipation, which was created by the 
publishing house Fleuve Noir and 
published the literature of the fantastic 
from the 1950s until nearly 2000.
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Important Notice (Water)
We couldn't help but notice that some of 
the parties last night were, well, a bit 
niffy. If you are one of the people who 
hasn't had a shower yet this weekend, 
Now Is The Time. 

Deodorant is also good.

Food Favourites
Two Tales of Chinatown
Following a restaurant guide rave 
review, we trotted off to La Maison V.I.P. 
in Chinatown (1081 Clark) and were 
pleased they could seat seven of us. We 
were overwhelmed by the number of 
items on the menu, but managed to find 
something different for each of us. Sadly, 
although the resulting dishes looked 
plentiful, they weren't quite so good as 
we expected. Maybe our European tastes 
are too exotic, or maybe we're plain 
spoilt, but I found it fairly bland. Not 
expensive, and they were quite willing, 
but still something of a disappointment.

We also tried Restaurant Hong Kong 
(1019 St. Laurent), but we don't 
recommend it if you're in a large group: 
they didn't do very well at keeping the 
different orders straight. You may also 
have language problems when talking to 
them to sort things out.

—Jan van't Ent 
Breakfast
Cuisine, at 1000 de la Gauchetière, does 
a great cooked breakfast for about $5 
and is open this weekend. 

—Nicki Lynch
Italian and Mexican
Despite what the restaurant guide says, 
we liked Pasta a Piacere! John had a 
shrimp & shallots lasagne, which was 
quite yummy, if a wee bit heavy on the 
shallots, and I had veal parmigiana, with 
a very light sauce and wonderfully al 
dente pasta. Their pizzas are hand-made, 
and the ravioli looked great.

Casa de Matéo served me an amazingly 
delicious shrimp and soft cheese 
quesadilla, which I slathered with very 
nice guacamole. Too good for words!

—Linda Ross-Mansfield

Meet The Stars
Yesterday featured my docent tour of the 
Art Show, where four dedicated fans 
followed me around and listened to my 
inane waffle.

I pointed out some particularly well 
done oils from a fan I had never heard 
of. I was very impressed with her 
stunning technique and composition.

Docent tours are fun, particularly if you 
want to learn more about art and artists.

Later, I had a kaffeeklatsch, which 
seemed a bit bogus, as I'm not exactly 
famous here. Six of my friends turned 
up, one of whom came with Stroh rum 
to perk up the coffee; there was also one 
French-speaking fan, who we tried to 
include with our patchy French.

The French fan was lovely and, at the 
end, asked me to look at some of her 
work. You guessed it, it was the 
spectacularly good art I had been 
praising earlier! Tres bon! Go look at 
Sybiline's work in the Art Show.

—Sue Mason

Art Show Awards
Best in Show:
Sybiline: Le sablier du temps
Judges' Choice:
Jain Faries: Waiting for Sam
Janet Heatherington: The Witch’s 
Witchblade
K. M. Kotulak: The Tortured Heart
Patricia McCracken: Water Dragon
Jean-Pierre Normand: body of work
Dan O’Driscoll: The Canals of Mars
Taral Wayne: Body Werk
Donna Young: Night Train
Certificate of Merit:
Christian Theberge: Sudica

Party, Party, Party, Party!
We start our second tour of parties from our 
underground dungeon. As we printed issue 5 
of the newsletter, we could hear the sounds 
of the elevator queue forming above us, so 
we had Dr Plokta build us a secret 
transporter to whisk us directly to floor 28. 

I am very happy to meet MonSFFA and try 
canonical smoked meat sandwiches. Smoked 
meat is a famous Montreal speciality and I 
can see why; the sandwiches are to die for.

The Japanese party is quite different today; 
we are greeted at the door by charming tiny 
Japanese children and fed stir-fried things I 
don't recognise. I eat tempura maple leaf; 
apparently a Japanese delicacy.

And of course I buy more tombola tickets.

The fanzine lounge has also taken on a 
Japanese flavour with origami and a full-
blown tea ceremony. I ask for help to fold an 
origami Hugo to teach my little boy but am 
only offered water balloons. I do not need to 
teach him how to make water balloons.

I catch the Vonarburg book launch, the 
Canadian publishers' party, and Gaylaxicon 
in very quick succession, and then meet Kari 
Sperring coming out of the Bragelonne party; 
it's the first Francophone party I've been to 
and Kari (who is a Dumas scholar as well as 
an author) gushes about their marvellous 
books.

In the Chicago party I pose with a gnome and 
meet Lloyd Penney who shows me his 
Canadian shuriken—a pointy steel maple 
leaf. He doesn't exactly look like a deadly 
ninja.

We start to hear rumours of Branston Pickle 
and Jaffa Cakes. Yes, it's the UK party, 
complete with Pimms, the drink of the Gods. 
This is clearly the party to be at tonight and it 
is riotous. The food table is a wonder, with 
mustard, Marmite and marshmallows. I see a  
tube sign for Heathrow Central, a place 
which does not remotely exist. It is very 
sweaty and people are wiping themselves 
down with froody towels. I wish I knew 
where my towel was.

By 13:00, things are winding down. The 
PiCon party has run out of Pie, and the 
Smoked Meat party is out of smoked meat. 
Reno is still going strong though; they've got 
stars on the ceiling and balloons everywhere. 
Geri Sullivan thrusts a cast iron moose and a 
ginger iced tea at me, and my son wickedly 
blags the largest and most beautiful star 
balloon to take home—for which many 
thanks, chaps.

—Alison Scott

This issue produced by Flick, with assistance from Robbie Bourget, the Con Suite, Steve Davies and Jan van't Ent. 
Day Four: Still No Cup Cakes in the Callière.... Hint hint!


